Spread The Joy
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of CDSS
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Lead your partner down the middle, spread the joy.
Tell an old, beloved story, spread the joy.
Guide the steps of a beginning, spread the joy.
Raise your voices in a chorus, spread the joy.
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hornpipe on the fiddle, spread the joy.
Chorus Jig and "Ro-ry", spread the joy.
round or two at dinner, spread the joy.
bells and dance a morris, spread the joy.
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smile to those who meet you as you turn them by the hand, And we'll
figures of a square dance to the music of the band, And we'll
base-ment cramped and crowded, or a ball-room big and grand, We will
brain cannot explain it, in our souls we understand, And we'll
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help to spread the joy across the land.
Spread the joy, pass it on,
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May it blossom in our children when we're gone,
For the

gift of dance and music has the power to enthrall, Share the
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magic, spread the joy to one and all.